We can prepare the garden and have the teaching space ready,
but you must walk through the door.
Master Kuthumi
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Omstara …
Category: Inspiration and Encouragement
Dear Reader,
I speak to you as an ally, one of many who watch and wait, wishing you well
as you tread the path to greater light, purity and wholesomeness, as you
tread the path towards healing.
Healing spreads, both individually and throughout the planet and the
environment, but what is it? It is restoration of balance. And what does that
mean? In part, it is the cleansing of karma, not only for the rebalancing of
humanity but for all of the planetary kingdoms, both individually and
between realms as well.
For humans in particular, healing is the binding of old wounds and the
dissolution of ties that no longer serve, the softening of toxic entrenchments
like tribal hatred and warfare. Healing is forgiveness. Healing breaks ancient
curses and brings peace. And peace brings promise.
Healing is your responsibility, yours personally, within your families and your
communities, amongst your nations, and ultimately yours as the human
race. Only you can tear down the walls that imprison you and hold your
souls captive and alone.
Healing is also your prerogative. You can choose to heal and to be healed,
both yourselves, in nature and as a planet. It is within your hands and your
grasp to let sub-atomic light pour in and raise your vibration.
As you are active during the day, raise your thoughts to the highest, nonjudgmental, loving focus. Imagine filaments of light from your heart
reaching out to those you encounter, reaching out to the environment and
other kingdoms. Just reaching out in love without judgment.
As you meditate, imagine the very cells of your body reaching out to the
light with joy, the relaxing joy you feel in friendly sunshine warming you and
raising your spirits. Imagine the light surrounding you and seeping into your
cells. Imagine all this and be at peace.
You invite the light in by opening to reach out. And as you reach out and
invite the sub-atomic light in, you increase your ability to contact and anchor
subtle energies for the benefit of all earthly realms. You increase your ability
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to contact and interface with us, your many heavenly allies.
Do not be fooled by the harsh “alien” portraitures of us. We are your friends,
your brothers and sisters come from afar to help and guide you as part of
the greater human family all throughout the universe. We know the way for
we once stood where you stand now and faced the same critical transitions,
and even the same healing crisis your Earth is experiencing now.
Accept the help, the planetary healing so generously yours for the taking.
Yet you might feel that no help is needed. That is your prerogative. Yet even
if not needed, wouldn’t help be useful? Part of accepting help is the
acknowledgment that the help will be useful.
You must recognize that you know of those who are willing to help and have
the expertise to help. This you do unconsciously among yourselves. You
determine whether or not you need help for this project or that one. And you
determine whether or not someone is offering help. And then you determine
whether or not the ones offering help are qualified to help.
So far, it is no different with us. The difference begins with the laws we must
obey on our side, the laws that are clear about the fact that we must be
invited to help.
Know that you are not alone, that we, your Off-Earth Allies and the
Community of Spiritual Masters, are close and drawing ever closer at your
behest. The groundwork is laid. And we are ready to work. What remains?
We await a clear, unified invitation, the cry for help that has been spoken of
since the beginning of this year. And we await the beginnings of the Global
Network of Light. These combined empower us to assist you in the ways that
will be most effective.
Your friend,
Omstara

(from the constellation Cygnus)
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Lord Maitreya ...
Category: Challenges Facing Humanity
It has become evident that healing is one of the most important goals today,
not only for the environment but also very blatantly as concerns humanity
itself. Healing must occur on a societal scale and that requires monumental
change. The old institutions no longer work.
Attention is required at all levels, including karmic balancing. Humanity
needs to more clearly understand this and take note. Cause and effect are
the basis for much that is playing out today, for better and for worse, even
as regards relations between various kingdoms of the Earth. Why, for
example, are certain species going extinct? Why is the weather so erratic?
But also, on the brighter side, what doors are opening as the devic and
human kingdoms draw nearer on their trajectories? And what benefits will
the effects of this closening bring to humanity itself?
Just as miracles are relative when you understand more, humanity has to
understand more if it is to progress wisely. This is one reason that we, your
elder brothers and guides are here now – to orient the New Age, humanity
willing. As ever, it is your choice, but as we have said many times before, we
need to be before the decision-makers to assist you in the most expeditious
ways. We have been soliciting your help to do so by asking you to raise a
united cry for our support. Once again, we ask you to voice that request.
So many of your individual healings stem from contact with the soul or
Higher Self. That healing is not always successful in saving this lifetime but it
is ever valid as the basis for carrying on with the next. The soul, the Higher
Self is patient. If the person does individually open to greater soul
experience, results differ but the karmic good is ever noted and there is
progress, however slow.
The larger goal is planetary healing at this time. Mother Earth is engaged in
a difficult transition in her own journey, one that happens to coincide with a
New Age transition and all the perturbations that shift incurs.
We encourage you to look at the bigger picture. Whatever personal healing
you need, whatever group healing, small or large, formal or informal – all of
these need constant and dynamic rebalancing as the overall shift progresses.
All of the murk you see arising throughout the planet today is arising to
eliminate itself, to self-destruct, to make way, to create space for the new
and wholesome. The cauldrons of misery churning in places like Syria are
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ultimately producing better results because unity, human solidarity, is
breaking out all over as organizations and individuals alike unite to address
the devastation being inflicted upon civilian families.
Among those within Syria and among those who unite to offer support, you
will find lightworkers. Some of them are aware of their lightworker role and
others are aware only of a deep call to provide relief.
Consider the Global Network of Light we presented in the September issue of
WeSeekToServe. Consider how the lightworkers in Syria and countless other
war-torn countries would benefit if that network of light were strong and
stable, empowering and sustaining their efforts, enabling us on our side to
pour more light into this planet.
So we encourage you to look to the larger planetary picture but also to
understand your personal healing mission at this time. Understand the
impact you can have by strengthening the Global Network of Light with your
efforts to visualize that band of light circling the globe as lightworkers reach
out to one another and build that network in both the physical and inner
worlds.
We ask again that you join hands – as lightworkers and ultimately as
brothers and sisters of the One Human Family. Please build that network
with thought and with action. Invite us in and let the healing multiply. This,
you have the power to do. That power is yours to exercise.
Yours in faith,
Maitreya
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Derisum ...
Category: Growth and Awareness
We highly laud the efforts made to date in the lightworkers’ zone, for it has
proven in a rather short time to be a most effective approach. We marvel at
the unity we see amongst various individuals and idealists. Truly, this Global
Network of Light is bearing fruit to the benefit of humanity. Furthermore, it
supports our long-awaited arrival as visible participants in humanity’s future.
As always, we are prepared to do whatever it takes within cosmic law to help
our younger brethren. And as ever we stand vigil, awaiting opportunities to
steer you all clear of impending dangers. Alas, there is more going on than
we can aid directly, but with this Lightworkers’ Network, we can amplify our
opportunities and lend our helping hands more overtly while still within the
law.
My relationship with humanity goes back long into the ages. I have seen
much come and go, prosper and fall away. One thing remains the same ...
Mother Earth is suffering and we together need to heal her and her
population. There can be no more noble a job and indeed, all projects we
deal with lead back to this ideal. You are all part of this Earth and she is part
of you. Collectively, you can heal each other, adopt the healthiest of ways
and yield a golden future.
We see the means of this beginning to form. Not all of humanity recognizes
just yet the importance of this fact. Some walk a very cavalier path, taking
what they want and not giving back something to balance. Life is a give and
take. It embodies a simple practice that is a universal law. While this is not
lost on many of Earth's population, those who either do not understand this
or have yet to accept it walk in numbers great enough to be primary in
upsetting the precious balances needed for healthy exchanges. The more
light that can be brought to expand the consciousness of these numbers, the
more healing that can begin.
Often it is simply a matter of core beliefs and education, at other times it
involves an act with economic roots and implications. But there can be no
profit had by anyone if the deficit leaves humanity on such a brink of
complete failure. Before this happens, we urge you all to consider what you
can each do individually, in groups and collectively to strengthen the Global
Network of Light and focus on the unity of humanity in order to heal
yourself, heal others, heal the environment and heal all denizens who take
shelter on Mother Earth’s shores, for all who live here have her blessing.
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Mother Earth is holding on due to our help and those efforts made by
humanity’s shining lights who have pledged to heal her environments and
then take action to do so. The list is long of those who toil to counteract the
damage done by others who have acted without knowledge or without
concern.
We gain great pleasure in knowing of those who strike forward with cleaner
and clearer efforts. Look to the youth who understand the need for a more
conscientious action in how humanity goes about its daily life, for this
generation will lead the way in action and inspiration. We truly thank all who
make their life an example and who inspire others to also live with cleaner
and clearer actions.
The connection to the Global Network of Light might not be obvious, yet as
has been said, the stronger that network of light, the more light we can pour
into this planet to assist those working consciously to heal the human family
and to heal the planet that gives them life.
Thank you, my friends.
Derisum

(from the constellation Orion)
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The Venetian Master ...
Category: Challenges Facing Humanity
Dear friends,
The topic we wish to speak about this month is one of great beauty.
It is our wish to ask for your help, the help of the lightworkers of Earth, all in
unity, to focus on the issue of healing your world. The purpose of having this
Global Network of Light, as you know, is to unite your energies and the light
you bring in to focus on improving the situation of the Human Family of
Earth. We want to focus all this beautiful energy that you bring in on healing
your environment and healing the planet.
It is not the first time that we suggest this should be done and many small
groups are individually working on healing the Earth. Now, we want the
effort to be made to be bigger and stronger, to be a united effort of the
Global Network of Light focusing on breaking the crust of negativity that
surrounds Mother Earth and on healing the damage that eons of
mistreatment has done to the planet. Both things come together.
The soul of the planet is grieving due to all the abuse it is receiving –
polluted waters, polluted air, nuclear experiments, the garbage being thrown
into the seas or the fresh-water currents. Humanity has always thought that
the planet is for its exclusive use. This vision has to change. The planet is a
living being and you are living on it thanks to it. In this act of sending light
to the planet, you are sending energies of love and gratefulness to her,
soothing the effects and the damage of your lack of caring for her.
It is not only about individually changing your behavior towards your
environment, towards Mother Earth, it is not only about recycling, avoiding
waste of water, waste of electricity, waste of the natural resources of the
planet which are coming to an end. That is the beginning and it is an
individual effort that is contagious. You can teach people around you, your
families and friends, by simply changing your behavior towards the planet.
Your individual work will add to the efforts of other individuals working in the
same direction, which is very positive.
But you should also work on sending light to heal the planet as a Global
Network of Light. Mother Earth wants to regenerate, to be beautiful and to
still provide all that her kingdoms need for survival. The planet has its own
soul as do other kingdoms on Earth, as do all human beings. All of these
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souls need to evolve at the same time.
Your work as united lightworkers is to help this happen. Healing the planet,
you heal the mineral kingdom, you heal the animal kingdom, you heal the
plant kingdom, you help and heal the Human Family. Clean water that you
provide is good for the plant kingdom, whose fresh fruits and variety of
cereals in turn feed you and also help to feed animals, which also provide
food. A healthy mineral kingdom with no bombing will help support all life on
Earth.
Please be aware of the huge damage you can do every time you forget that
you are just one of the kingdoms on Earth, not the only one, not the owners
of the planet, not the kings of Creation. You have to have this awareness of
unity with all that surrounds you in order to take care of all that you have
been given.
We hope that this first task that we are assigning to the Global Network of
Light will be accomplished happily, full of love and enthusiasm. Thus the
changes will become apparent in a short time. Please devote some of your
daily lightwork time to healing the planet in this manner. We will provide
guidance when needed.
Thank you for listening to me.
The Venetian Master
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Master Hilarion ...
Category: Growth and Awareness
It is in the nature of the human soul to heal whatever is sick. The human
soul’s nature tends to perfection, to wellness, to beauty in all of its forms.
The human soul suffers with disharmony and negativity, with misery, with
everything that is not beautiful, loving, brilliant, healthy. The human soul
when incarnated on Earth has to suffer polarity, black and white, day and
night, yes and no, health and illness. This is one of the issues that puts more
strain on incarnate human beings. However, the wish for perfection is there,
the wish for wellness and health, for a clean environment, a beautiful and
balanced Nature. It is there in your souls and has always been.
All that manifests in the physical world begins in the inner worlds, the subtle
worlds. And it is a truism that light chases out dark. That light is sourced in
the inner worlds, in your own souls.
Most of the human beings on Earth dislike what is going on, the damage that
is being inflicted upon the planet. The human soul does not like what is
happening to the animal and other kingdoms on Earth – species that are
endangered, waters that are polluted, experiments with nuclear bombs
taking place deep in the oceans, destroying what Mother Nature has taken
so long in creating, all that beauty and perfection being destroyed,
sometimes forever.
But just as destruction can be virtually forever, so too can cooperation,
collaboration and united determination to bring through the light that will
chase away the darkness. The seed is there in your soul, the seed of love
and wellness, of caring for and healing what is wrong, what is sick. Healing
through elimination of the old and the creation, building and sustaining of
what is new and wholesome.
So I would ask all of you, the lightworkers of Earth, to share this with your
fellow human beings, be they lightworkers or not. Please remember that the
tiny spark of light, the seed that loves healing, loves wellness, loves a
beautiful world, a healthy environment, a healthy planet ... is there in each
and every one of the human beings on Earth. Some unfortunately will never
get to know this, but many are waking up and finding this seed of love
towards what you have been given, this wish of healing the damage done for
eons, healing both by eliminating destructive behavior and by building the
new and bringing light into its many forms of physical manifestation.
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Please, lightworkers of Earth, help awaken this little flame and desire of
healing in yourselves and others, so that no human being is ashamed or
scared of expressing their wish for a change in the way the planet and its
kingdoms are being treated. Help build the avenues of light that can turn
ancient shadows into that which is bright and beautiful.
If each and every one of you acknowledges this desire of your soul, you can
and will start changing and healing your world. In the physical, it begins by
taking care of your pets, the plants in your house or garden. It continues
with your concern for the waters of this planet, for the very air you breathe,
with your awareness and concern about policies and practices that devastate
the land, air and water.
Acknowledge the damage that has been done and, more urgently,
acknowledge the power you have as individuals, as lightworkers, to
contribute to the changes that bring deep healing. Acknowledge those
individuals and groups and organizations who are striving for change.
Acknowledge each other as lightworkers and the objectives you have in
common.
You are a spark of light in the Global Network of Light that we spoke of in
September. Consider that. Consider then how you, working within that
network, can foster and strengthen the necessary changes in the behavior of
the human family in the physical worlds. Give way to the light of love, the
light of healing inside you and begin the change with small steps. If all of
you start doing this, there will be a significant impact on the health of your
planet and its kingdoms. Healing will reach all levels of life and
consciousness in the planet.
Remember that light and love and healing are contagious. Awaken your own
flame and share the news with all the people you know, family, friends and
other lightworkers. Help to build and strengthen that Global Network of Light
and thus help us strengthen your efforts to make these changes.
Thank you.
Master Hilarion
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Arctan ...
Category: Inspiration and Encouragement
For the days to come, we offer these simple words of inspiration ... that the
healing of yourself will be the healing of your world.
Truly, at no time in history has this fact been so crucial, so critical to the
survival of humanity. We will continue to encourage a healthy and healing
approach in all matters that concern civilization and its advancement.
Let’s take for instance the case of refugees streaming in from various Muslim
countries to Western countries, asking for aid and homes. This is a rebalancing of ancient karmas, a healing of ancient wrongs and ill
relationships. As populations mingle rather than slaughter each other, cohabit rather than lay waste, these instances bring healing on a soul level.
The unrest of eons of unhealthy relationships with each other and the
environment must be atoned for in various ways as is now demonstrating.
Humanity has advanced in some ways of thinking and this is now possible.
Peoples of different means who once vied to not respect each other’s ways
can now in many instances live in relative harmony in many places of the
world. This is an act of healing, an act bringing humanity closer to its source.
Today, environmental studies make the case to address issues of how
humanity can live co-operatively with the environment ... an approach by
more advanced humanity to ensure that all survives, that all is healed and
living a healthy co-existence. For to be truly in existence, one must always
consider the environment as a factor.
People need to be recognized for their existence, but equally to recognize
how all fit together, how all in manner and attitude towards co-existence will
achieve a healthy world. And we need to achieve this now for the shift in the
Earth’s surface is becoming more and more evident. Humanity is witnessing
the unfoldment of many ages coming back to bear their cross.
Our plan is to help humanity achieve a level of health within themselves and
throughout their interactions – with how they manage their actions involving
the soil upon which they stand, the waters from which they draw, the skies
whose air they breathe. All must be understood to be of vital importance.
Great values are placed on the survival of humanity, great values indeed. We
seek to place these values before you for your own understanding. And we
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of course hope for your speed and ease in recognizing this fact. The simple
value of healthy mind, body and spirit, of healthy relationships and
interactions is fundamental. We know that all understand this at some level,
but what we urge you to consider is just how vital this fact is to your future.
Let us work on this together.
Let us begin this work with the Global Network of Light. There is here a
dynamic self-help spiral for you and a door-opening spiral for us. As you who
are concerned lightworkers turn to the building and sustaining of a global
network that anchors light on this planet, we can send through stronger and
more effective light energies. On this, however, we must work together, and
together this work will enhance the health and well-being of this planet and
all her kingdoms. Do not underestimate the potential of this unified global
network. Do not underestimate our determination to work with you and to
heal this world.
Thank you.
Arctan
(from M-17)

*

*

MasterSpeak provides the Community of Spiritual Masters and our Off-Earth Allies a forum for discussion. While
each individual has their own perspective, they never fail to work together for the benefit of humanity.
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